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Abstract - One of the challenges tackled by human

furthermost economical basis of supply, but overexploitation
may lead to the flagging of quality of water or a declining
groundwater level. The easy accessibility of groundwater
even by limited users, its local obtainability, and the
difficulty of coordinating and leading numerous users of the
similar aquifers through wide geographic spaces have
regularly led to the undiscriminating withdrawal of this
valuable natural reserve for Industrial, Domestic, and
agrarian usages round the world. Groundwater misuse,
mostly in Ruikhed, India, has increased by Bounds and Leaps
over the preceding fifty years along with the growth of
narrow, typically isolated wells. The amount of water
pumped by farmers from India’s aquifers is greatly
exceeding natural recharge in many areas. The growth of
groundwater abstraction structures from 1990 to 2020
portrays the growing use of groundwater use across sectors.
There are numerous reasons for increased usage of Indian
groundwater, generally involving technical, hydrological and
policy causes. Technologically speaking, the last 50 years
have contributed to wide scale groundwater usage becoming
both practical and affordable in terms of production of the
construction of deep tube wells, water extraction systems
and pumping methods. To respond to the growing
groundwater calamity and take benefit of the raised stages of
runoff non taken by natural recharge, analysis, and effective
management of groundwater by introducing various
approaches through artificial recharge of aquifers has
become extensive in India over the last three to four decades.
Mainly this study is carried out for Ruikhed Village in Akot
Taluka, District Akola, Maharashtra, India.

civilization across the globe is water scarcity. A limited supply
of freshwater cannot meet the growing water demand. Factors
similar to contamination of groundwater and surface water,
irregular distribution of water resources, and recurrent
drought triggered by extreme worldwide weather outlines
have harshly influenced water scarcity. To respond to
increasing groundwater predicament and take benefit of the
higher levels of runoff non captured by natural recharge,
analysis, and effective management of groundwater by
introducing various approaches through non-natural recharge
of aquifers has converted extensive in India for the last three
to four decades. Mainly this study is carried out for Ruikhed
Village in Akot Taluka, District Akola, Maharashtra, India. By
studying various approaches of groundwater recharge,
analysis, and development of Watershed for Ruikhed Village,
Maharashtra is carried out. An action plan to focus on
adequate water management is developed to address the
increasing water demand. Various water conservation
structures are recommended by taking average annual
rainfall, hydrology, and morphology of area into
consideration.
Total water to be conserved using Farm Pond, Check Dam,
Vanrai Bandhara, Rain Water Harvesting, Nala Bunding is
calculated in this study. If watershed development methods
are executed, it will rise the irrigation possible, which
eventually upsurges production of crop, leading to an increase
in the economic condition and living standard of individuals of
Ruikhed, India.

1.1 Aim

Key Words: Groundwater Recharge1, Groundwater
Management2, Water Demand3, Groundwater Crises4,
Watershed5, Watershed Management6, Watershed
Management Structures7.

To undertake groundwater quality analysis, thereby
identifying and recommending appropriate techniques for
groundwater recharge and watershed management.

1.INTRODUCTION

1.2 Objectives

Numerous towns and agrarian zones rely over the shared
usage of groundwater and water over surface. When
requirement increases, groundwater is recurrently the
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3. WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS

• To perform the geological investigation for the Ruikhed
village in Akot district, Maharashtra.
• Design the watershed for the village and prepare estimates.

Water quality analysis is done to determine whether the
water is appropriate for potable and irrigation purposes. The
following charts are showing the results of samples use for
drinking and irrigation purposes for its various parameters.
All the results obtained are within standard limits.

2. SALIENT FEATURES OF THE STUDY AREA
The noticeable features of the study area are given below in
tabular form as a project at a glance.
Table -1: Salient Features of the Study Area
Sr. No.

Particulars

Information

1

Names of the State

Maharashtra

2

Names of the District

Akola

3

Names of the blocks

Akot

4

Name
of
Panchayat

Ruikhed

5

Names & Census code
of villages covered

Ruikhed-529761

6

Four primary reasons
for
selection
of
watershed

7

Name, Address

1) Partially Cover 2)
Drinking water
3) Poverty 4)Small
Marginal Farmers
Taluka Agriculture
office, Akot

8

Assembly Constituency

Akot

9

Parliament
Constituency

Akola

10

Population

2478

11

Total Geographical
Area(ha)

298.82

Gram

Chart -1: pH for Drinking and Irrigation Water Samples

Chart -2: Total Hardness (as CACO3)

Chart -3: Chlorides (as Cl)
Fig -1: Land Use Pattern Map of Ruikhed Village
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5. PROPOSED WATERSHED
TECHNIQUES WITH ESTIMATES

MANAGEMENT

5.1 Farm Pond
Farm ponds are similar to small water tanks and designed to
store surface runoffs produced from the region of the
drainage basin. The Farm ponds are the systems to store
water, address different needs of farming, including irrigation
water source, cattle feed, fish production, etc. Every pond site
is special and thus custom built. The drainage hydrology is
designed to produce accurate rushes. In an emergency
spillway the river from the flood will easily escape the dam if
used to construct a larger-scale disaster.

Chart -4: Turbidity

Table -2: Estimation of the Farm Pond
Sr.
No.
1

2

Chart -5: Electrical Conductivity

4. ESTIMATION OF RUNOFF
This is important to assess the drainage capacity of the water
bottom shaft which is the primary contribution to restore the
groundwater before proposing water management steps. The
runoff is measured on a geomorphic basis for increasing
micro-shift. Throughout a method, a weighted average value
was chosen for the runoff coefficient and a full estimate was
made. Suitable refill systems at appropriate points are
important for the capture of runoff. The formula used for
Ruikhed Inglis is as follows: C.C. Inglis has the following
connections, centered on studies of catchments in Western
Ghat and in the plains of Maharashtra:

3

4

For Non-Ghats (Hilly) region with Precipitation ‘P’ less than
200cm.
Run off = [P*(P-17.78)] /254 Where ‘P’ is precipitation stated
in centimeters.
Average annual rainfall in Ruikhed, India = 80 cm.
Runoff as per formula given by Inglis = {P*{P-17.78}}/254
= [80 (80-17.78)]/254
= 4.004 cm

Specifics

Measure

Rates
(INR)
₹500.00

Amount
(INR)
₹500.00

Site
markings
according
to
drawing and as
guided by the
respective
Engineer.
Excavation done
in moist or dry
kind of hard soil,
which
includes
compaction,
dressing
and
disposing
the
material which is
excavated through
side slope to the
sides of cutting
1:1,
etc.
For
excess, material
leads upto 30.0 m
and elevate to 3.0
m as guided by
respective
Engineer.
Sowing of grass
seeds
as
recommended by
concerned person.
Boulder structure
construction to
slope 1:1
by
making use of
stones which are
available at the
site as guided by
respective
Engineer
comprising
the
lead upto 30.0 m
etc.

Lump-sum

465.0 Cubic
meter

₹100.0

₹46500.00

2.0 Kg

₹500.00

₹000.00

10.0 cubic
meter.

₹500.00

₹000.00

The total cost of a farm pond in rupees= ₹53000/-
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5.2 Check Dam

Table -4: Estimate of Vanrai Bandhara for 1m length

Check Dam is recommended over places with milder grades
over more critical waterways. Design & construction of
eternal monitoring dams to safeguard the correct capacity
and passable excess water production for the long term
reliability of the dam to be prevented on the downstream
side. The chosen position for the inspection barrier includes
sufficient soil thickness or weathered content for rapid
regeneration of stored water. The water found inside such
buildings is generally confined to the river and typically less
than 2 m long. The water was engineered to flow over the
wall based on stream depth.

2
3

4

Specifics

Quantity

Site cleaning done
for excavation as
guided
by
respective
Engineer.
Site marking as
guided
by
Engineer.
Excavation
in
moist or dry kind
of hard soil, as
instructed
in
drawing
as
guided
by
respective
Engineer.
Concrete
masonry
wall
construction as
shown
in
drawing
including curing
etc. complete as
guided
by
Engineer who is
in charge.

Lumpsum

Rates
(Rupees)

Amount
(Rupees}

1
2

Bags
Labour for filling,
packing,
constructing.
3 HDPE film
(high
density
polyethylene)

78
10

5.00
200.00

390.00
2000.00

2.0 m2

90.0

180.00

5.4 Rainwater Harvesting

Rate
(Rupees)
500.00/-

Amount
(Rupees)
500.00/-

Lumpsum

500.00/-

500.00/-

10.0 cu. m

150.0/-

1500.00/-

The notion of rainwater harvesting includes "squeezing
rainwater as it falls." A considerable proportion of the
rainwater which falls on the surface of the earth runs into
rivers and streams, eventually into the sea. The aquifer can
only be recharged on average 8-12% of the cumulative runoff
recharge. The rainwater extraction method involves the
accumulation, whether for primary usage or to raise
freshwater supplies from situated catchment areas, such as
buildings, level / sloping areas etc., based on local
requirements.
Table -5: Estimate of Rainwater Harvesting

30 cu. m.

3500.0/-

105000.00/-

Sr.
No.

Specifics

Quantity

Rate
(Rupees)

Amount
(Rupees)

1.

P.V.C. water
tank
V.C. pipe /
gutter
Fitting
accessories
Plumber
Filter
Support below
tank

5000 lit

3

15000.00

P 25 RM

90.00

2250.00

Lump-sum

500.00

500.00

2
1
Lump-sum

500.00
800.00
1000.00

1000.00
800.00
1000.00

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

5.3 Vanrai Bandhara

The total cost of rainwater harvesting for one home =
20550/-

For places with gentle routes, Vania bandhara is suggested
around more appropriate waterways. The Vania bandhara or
Bunds, with firearm-packaged bags packed with local soil or
sand, are rendered over a creek or small channel. Both bags
are carefully sealed and positioned as a shield to the ground.
This is a temporary device built along a watercourse, both to
capture water and to minimize the speed of a stream in order
to improve the amount of water penetration. This continues
to fill the aquifer under the river bed and thus raises the
amount of groundwater in the region. Usually, at the end of
the monsoon, Vanrai Bandhara is established, and lasts till
the next moonsoon begins.

|

Quantity

The total amount for 1m length of vanrai bandhara =2570/-

The over-all cost of the check dam in rupees =1,07,500/-

© 2020, IRJET

Specifics

3

Table -3: Estimate of Check Dam
Sr.
No.
1

Sr.
No.

Impact Factor value: 7.529

5.5 Nala Bunding
Nala bunds are nala-wide embankments intended to regulate
erosion, percolate water, and increase soil humidity. The
movement of surfacewater through Channel is inhibited and
water is reserved in a perpendicular soil / rock superficial for
a larger body by a set of tiny package or weirs in the selected
nala bunds. For places with more gentle hills, Nala bands are
formed by more significant streams of second order. A nala
bund functions like a small tank.
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Table -6: Estimate of Nala Bunding
Sr.
No.
1

2

3

4

Specifics

Quantity

Cleaning of the area
required
for
excavation as guided
by
respective
Engineer.
Marking of specific
site as instructed by
respective Engineer .

Lumpsum

Excavation done in
dry or moist, hard
soil, as given in
drawing and as
instructed
by
Engineer.
Construction of wall
having
concrete
masonry as shown in
drawing
which
includes curing and
more as guided by
Engineer .

10.0
m

Lumpsum
cu.

Rate
(Rupees)
500.00/-

proposed to be stored in suggested watershed management
structures.
Amount
(Rupees)
500.00/-

500.00/-

500.00/-

150.0/-

1500.00/-

Table -7: Proposed Storage of Water in Watershed
Sr. No.

Type
of
Structure

Quantity
of
Structures

Water
Storage
(m3)

1
2
3

Farm Pond
Check Dam
Vanrai
Bandhara
Rainwater
Harvesting
Nala
Bunding

1
1
1

1836
3,00,000
30,000

200

12419

10

8,00,000

4
5

15 cu. m.

3500.0/-

Total
Water
Available
(m3 )
1144255
m3
per
year

7. CONCLUSIONS

52500.00/-

1) The region of Ruikhed, India is absolutely depending
upon precipitation for water as there is not any
Perennial river available. If watershed development
practices are executed, it will growth the irrigation
possible, which eventually surges crop production,
which will increase the standard of living and financial
condition of individuals of Ruikhed, India.

The total amount of nala bunding in rupees =55000/-

5.6 Suitable sites for water harvesting structures

2) Numerous watershed techniques like Check Dams, Farm
ponds, Vanrai Bandharas, rainwater harvesting, nala
bunding would be instigated to cope up with the
increasing demand of water.

Installation of contour charts, river boundary chart,
irrigation charts, land use chart, soil map as well as top sheet
of Ruikhed wetlands are suitable locations for river storage
systems. The following water extraction models are
presented, according to morphometric research and field
study.

3) For building recommended constructions in the
Ruikhed, India total of INR ₹48,35,920/- are required as
the fund as per the survey carried on January 2020.
4) Such kinds of watersheds will address irrigation and
drinking water issues effectively.
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